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ABSTRACT _

WOLANSKI, E.; KING, 8. , and GALLOWAY, 1997. Salinity intrus ion in the Fly River Estuary, Papua New Guinea.
Journal of Coastal Research, 13(4), 983-994. Fort Lauderdale (Florida), ISSN 0749-0208.

Intensive field and model studies were undertaken into the dynamics of the Fly River estuary, Papua New Guinea.
The estuary has three dominant channels forming a shallow, fan-shaped delta, and receives a mean freshwater dis
charge of approximately 6,000 m''s I with littl e seasonal variation. The estuary is vertically well-mixed in salinity by
strong tidal currents . The saline water is distributed unevenly between the channels. Model studies verified by field
data suggest that this due to the dynamics of the estuary which are controlled by shallow water frictional effects that
generat e higher tidal harmonics, the shoaling of the tidal wave from the funnel shape of the estuary, a low value of
the bottom friction coefficient resulting from the presence of fluid mud, and the along-channel water surface gradient.
This gradient is in turn controlled by two dominant forcings, namely the freshwater discharge and the dominant
offshore trade wind. This gradient is also modulated by the spring-neap cycle of the tidal currents which controls the
low-frequency friction coefficient. The absence of strong cross-channel salinity gradients and of axial convergence zones
is attrib uted to enhanced horizontal mixing by the lateral velocity shear due to the sinuosity of the thalweg mean
dering between numerous islands and shoals.

ADDITIONAL INDEX WORDS: Estuary, salini ty, tides, asymmetry, friction, wind stress, model, Papua New Guinea.

INTRODUCTION

Th e Fly River estuary in Papu a New Guinea (Figu re 1) has
a fan-shaped delta with three distinct channe ls and numer
ous isla nds . Th e channels are the Far Northe rn, Northe rn
and Southe rn Cha nnels. Th e estua ry is shallow throughout
with depth s < 10 m in the thal weg and more commonly < 5
m. Th e freshwater discharge is about 6,00 0 m3 s " with sma ll
(typically z 1,500 m"s ' l) sea sonal varia tions. Th e mean sus 
pended sediment concen trati on in the fres hwater region is
ty pica lly 0.5-1.0 g 1' 1 (SALOMONS and EAGLE, 1990; OTML ,
1988; WOLANSKI et al., 1995). The t ida l lim it extends no more
th an 150 km up stream of Lewad a located at th e apex of the
delta (Figu re 1). Previous informat ion on the est uarine dy
nam ics of the Fly River was minimal , being limite d to a dozen
CTD observat ions by TAYLOR (1973), ti dal observations at
three poin ts for a few months as pa rt of a nav igation study
(SMEC, 1982), and more recently, occas ional CTD observa
tions in the Far Nort he rn Cha nne l only (OTML, 1988).

From Decemb er 1989 to mid-1992 we undertook a det ail ed
study of th e dyn am ics of the Fly River es tuary as part of a
wa te r qu ali ty in vestigation (WOLANSKI an d EAGLE, 1991).
Observat ions on the dyn amics of the tida l and non-tidal cir
culation and the salinity regi me are presented here. Th ese
data are used to ver ify a math em at ical model of the hydro
dynam ics and the sa lini ty distribu t ion in, th e Fly River es 
tua ry. Th e hydrodyn a mic processes explain the un even dis-
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tribution of the salinity in the three channe ls , and in turn
th e uneven salin ity distribution controls the variable dist r i
bution of mangroves along the three channels .

METHODS

Eight cruises have been undertaken , ea ch of typically 10
days to two weeks duration . Dur ing 1990 and 1991 , explor
atory cruises were conducted over the enti re estuary at 3-4
month intervals. During 1992, th ree cruises were complet ed
within a 11 week period wh ich were focused on the Southern
Channe l. A bathymetric chart was obtained from SMEC
charts for th e Far Northern Channel. For the other two chan
nels we surveyed about tw enty cross-sect ions and a number
(= 50) of sing le poin t measurem ents of depth.

Bot tom-mounted Aanderaa wate r levels record ers were de
ployed throughout the estuary (Figu re 1) and were main 
ta ined for periods of up to two years . Bot tom-mounted
frames , 2m high , contai ning one or two vector-averaging cur
ren t meters (model Inter-Ocean S4 and Steedman CMOl),
were depl oyed in the estuary a t site s alpha, beta , ga mma and
delta (Figu re 1) for periods of up to 11 weeks, and for shorte r
periods (1-2 weeks) at sta t ions P , Qand S. Backsca t ter neph
elomete rs were depl oyed in conjunct ion with the fra me
mounted current meters to measure the sus pended sediment
concentration at 2 or 3 elevations above th e bottom (WOLAN
SKI et al ., 1995 ; WOLANSKI and GIBBS, 1995). Some moorings
were damaged by river deb ris, includ ing entire t ree logs that
are commonly seen floating in the es tuary. An Aanderaa
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Figure 1. Location map of the Fly River estuary, depth s contours (heavily smoothed, in m), some measurement sites, and model bound ary (dotted lines).
The Max and Min lines in the Fa r Northern and Northern Cha nnels are the locations of th e observed maximum and minimum salinity intrusion limit s.
The line near site delt a in the southern channel represents the location of the mean salinity intrusion limit.

weather station was installed and calibrated on the concen
trate vessel "Karabi", moored at the mouth of the Far North
ern Channel (Figure 1).

Profiles of salinity, temperature, and suspended sediment
concentration were collected at 12 stations over one or two
tidal cycles, at hourly or half-hourly intervals This was un
dertaken using a CTD-cum-nephelometer profiler (WOLAN
SKI et al., 1988) for very turbid estuarine waters and, when
the waters were less turbid, using a Seabird CTD profiler
which was also fitted with an optical backscatter nephelom
eter. By this technique, we measured the along-channel, and
occasionally the cross-channel, distribution of salinity, tem
perature and suspended sediment in each of the channels. At
a few anchor stations, a current meter was suspended 3 m
below the ship , recording velocity at 10 minute intervals -At
two anchor stations, an InterOcean S4 current meter logging
data continuously was lowered through the water column in
order to obtain vertical profiles of the current distribution at
half-hourly intervals over one or two tidal cycles. Sail drogues
1 m X 2 m were deployed in the estuary and radar-tracked
to measure the water circulation at the a pex of the delta.

Tidal harmonic analysis (FOREMAN, 1977) was used to cal
culate tidal constants for water level and current data. These
constants were then used to calculate time series of tidally
predicted water levels and currents. Time series of residuals
were obtained by subtracting the tidally predicted time series
from the observed ones. Time series of low-frequency water
level and currents were obtained by applying the GODIN
(1972) moving average filter, A 2lA2J24 225, to the time series.
The coherence computations follow the procedure of RAu-
PACH and MITCHELL (1977). .

Wind velocity components are positive if eas tward (x-axis)
or northward (y-axis), The convention used for current data
collected within the river defines the x-axis to be in the gen
eral along-river axis with flood tidal currents being positive.

FIELD RESULTS

Wmd

The dominant wind was the trade wind which blows from
the sea parallel with the axis of the Far Northern Channel.
Generally, the wind blew from the northwest during the sum-
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Figure 2. Tim e series plot of the water level (thin line = raw data; thick line = low-frequency) at Adulu near th e apex of the delta.

Table 1. The amplitude (A, in m) and phase ( {), in ') of the major con
stituents from tidal measurements within the estuary at the river mouth
(Tirere) and at the apex of the delta (Leuxula).

mer monsoon and from the southeast throughout the (domi
nant) winter trade wind season. The wind velocity spectra
(not shown) reveal that the wind was energetic at periods of
days to weeks ; periods of calm weather were short ( < a few
days typically) and rare (WOLANSKI et al., 1994).

A ,~ A e
M2 1.049 341.7 1.080 64.4
S2 0.587 321.3 0.598 42 .7
N2 0.327 323.8 0.266 43.8
K, 0.312 211.2 0.313 262.6
0, 0.161 159.7 0.187 197.7
M,r 0.052 8.0 0.182 356 .6
M, 0.02 0.16
S, 0.01 0.17
MN, 0.012 0.16
M8 0.001 0.32

Planetary Tides

The tides are semi-diurnal, with a large diurnal inequality
and a strong spring-neap variation (Figure 2). Peak to trough
fluctuations were up to 4 m during spring tides and about 1
m at neap tides. Tidal harmonic calculations (Table 1) show
that the M2 tide was by far dominant, followed by the 82 tide
and, of nearly equal magnitude, the N2 and K I tide. The latter
two constituents were present with a similar amplitude at
the mouth. The tides were practically the same at the mouth
of each of the three channels (not shown). The amplitude of
the dominant diurnal and semi-diurnal tidal components
(e.g., M2 , 82, K I and °1 ) was about the same at the mouth

Low-Frequency Water Level

While diurnal and semi-diurnal tides were most obvious,
there were also low-frequency fluctuations of water level
reaching 0.2 m peak-to-trough at periods of days to weeks
(Figure 2). At the mouth the low-frequency water level fluc
tuated at periods of typically 10 to 20 days with peak to
trough amplitude typically 0.1 m. Oscillations were forced by

and at the apex of the delta (Table 1), but the N2 tide varied
somewhat more along the channel.

Higher harmonics tides were small at the mouth but be
came important at the apex of the delta where the M4 + 84

tides reach 0.33 m. This amplitude is 10 times that at the
mouth of the estuary. Even higher harmonics became impor
tant, for instance the M, tide amplitude was 0.32 m at the
apex of the delta as opposed to 0.001 m at the mouth (Table
1). Presumably these higher harmonics were generated by
friction in shallow waters (AUBREY and FRIEDRICHS, 1988).

During neap tides, the tide at the apex of the delta lagged
that at the mouth, but the tide was still essentially a semi
diurnal sinusoidal curve where the shallow water tidal com
ponents were not important. During spring tides, the tide at
the apex of the delta was distinctly non-sinusoidal. At that
point the flood tide duration was measurably shorter than
the ebb tide duration, resulting in stronger flood than ebb
tidal currents (Figure 3). The tidal asymmetry thus only be
came important at spring tides, presumably as a result of
non-linear friction effects in shallow waters. The tides de
creased in amplitude in each of the channels before meeting
at the apex of the delta near Lewada where they grow again
as a result of a funnelling effect. The shoaling and the fun
nelling effects combine to produce a tidal bore at th e upper
reaches of the estuary upstream from Lewada during the
equinox spring tides

Apex of the Delta (Lewada)River Mouth (Tirere)
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Figure 3. Time-series plot of the curre nt speed in the thalweg at Adulu,
Sumogi Islan d, in the freshwater region of the estuary, 14- 15 December 1989.
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Currents

Vertical profiles of velocit ies near the mouth (Figure 5)
showed little ver tical she ar except near the bottom as a resul t
of friction . Buoyan cy was not important in controlling th e
shear becau se th e vert ical sa lini ty gra dients wer e negligible.
Th er e was also a 1 to 2 hr lag betw een slack tide (labelled A)
and slack tid al curre nts (ba lled B; see Figure 5). Thi s lag
became larger (up to 3 hours, not shown) near the apex of
the delta .

Also apparen t in Figure 5 is a small asymmetry between
peak flood and ebb tid al currents. The t idal asymmetry was
largest in th e freshwater region (Figure 3) with measurably
larger flood th an ebb tid al currents. Th e largest peak tidal
currents ( = 2 m S - I ) occurred during spring t ides nea r th e
apex of th e delta (not shown).
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alone does not explain sat isfactorily the differ ence in th e low
frequency water level between the mouth and the apex (R2 =
0.3), nor did th e wind alone (R 2 < 0.3). However, this wat er
level differ ence is linearly depend ent (R2 = 0.73; Figure 4b)
on both th e maximum tid al range on th at day and on th e
along-channel compone nt of the wind velocity .

Fig ure 4. (a) Time series plot of the differen ce between low-frequency
wate r level at the apex of th e delta (Adulu) an d at the mouth (Tirere),
(b) Compa rison between th e observed an d predicted low-frequency water
level t ime serie s at th e apex of th e delt a (Adulu).
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the Gulf of Papua and the Coral Sea (WOLANSKI et al., 1994).
Oceanic low-frequency fluctuations of water level wer e also
experienced at the a pex of the delta in addit ion to othe r non
ocea nic fluctuations. Th ese additional fluctuations were
readil y mea surabl e since they reached up to 0.2 m (Figure
4a ) and indicated a fluctuating along-channel slope of the wa
ter surface. This difference was least (0.03 m) in calm weath
er and at neap tides.

Th e resulting differen ce in low-frequen cy wate r level be
tween th e mouth and the apex of the delta va ried by as much
as 0.2 m although th e fres hwa te r discharge remained about
constant. When det ermining the cause of these fluctu ations,
it was appare nt (Figure 2) that the low-frequen cy fluctua
tions at th e ap ex of the delta were phase-locked with the
spring-neap t ide cycle; the low-frequency water level at the
apex of the delta was,gene rally h igh er at spring tides than
at neap tides (Figur e 2). Th is spri ng-neap ti dal period was
reflected in the Msf tid e being three times larger at the apex
of the delta than at the mouth (Table 1). Th e appare nt Msf

t ide (spring-neap t ide cycle) was not du e to th e fres hwate r
discharge since th e latter varied little and the n only at
monthly peri ods and not at two weeks period (not shown).
In stead it can be attributed to the variat ion of the low-fre
qu en cy bottom frictio n coefficient with the spring-neap tid e
cycle in shallow wa te rs (PROVIS and LENNON, 1983; WOLAN
SKI, 1994). As a res ult , the along-channel mean wate r slope
necessary to maintain the freshwater discharge was larger at
spring tides th an at neap tid es (z.e., varying at th e Msf fre
qu en cy).

Another important paramet er determining th e mean water
slope was the trade wind. Th e wind fluctuated at per iods of
typically 1-2 week s, peaked at 15 m S - 1 (30 knots) but mor e
commonly 12 m S - 1 (25 knots), and applied a fluctu ating land
ward wind stress principally in the Northern and Far North
ern Channels which are orie nte d nearly parall el to the trad e
wind direction.

Linear regression a na lysis suggested that th e tidal range

J ournal of Coastal Research, Vol. 13, No.4, 1997
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Salinity

The saline water was distributed unevenly between the
three channels. Salt water propagated the farthest up-river
in the Far Northern Channel, and the least in the Southern
Channel, the salinity intrusion distance in the Northern
Channel was intermediate between those in the Southern
and Far Northern Channels (see the lines labelled Max and
Min in Figure 1). The fluctuations of the saline intrusion dis
tance were largest also in the Far Northern Channel, and
least in the Southern Channel.

This asymmetry between the channels has important bio
logical implications because it accounts for freshwater man
groves prevailing along most of the Southern Channel and
saltwater mangroves along most of the Far Northern Chan
nel.

The largest variability in stratification occurred in the
Southern Channel. Thi s channel was stratified during neap
tides under light winds, it was vertically-well-mixed during
spring tide and under trade winds (Figure 6). By contrast,
the Far Northern Channel was vertically well-mixed during
all our surveys (Figure 7) and in addition it showed large,
apparently wind-driven, fluctuations in the salinity intrusion
limit (Figure l ). The Northern Channel was generally verti
cally well-mixed. Cross-channel salinity changes seldom ex
ceeded 0.5 ppt. Convergence zones as described by TURRELL
and SIMPSON (1988) were only observed along shear lines
generated by flow separation at islands.

A MODEL OF THE ESTUARINE CIRCULATION

The barotropic tidal currents are much stronger than the
baroclinic currents. This suggests that the estuary can be
modelled by adding the tidal, barotropic, depth-averaged,
currents and the low-frequency, tidally- and laterally-aver
aged, baroclinic currents.

The Barotropic Hydrodynamic Model

We used the fully non-linear, depth-averaged , alternating
direction implicit (ADD, finite difference, mass-conserving
model of WOLANSKI and KING(1990) which is an adaptation
of Leendertsee 's classical model. The mesh size was 1410 m,
the model boundary is shown in Figure 1, and the time step
was 120 sec. The open boundaries were forced by observed,
water level variations including the higher harmonics (Table
n.

Commonly used values of th e Manning roughness coeffi
cient, n (n = 0.025 , a common value for sandy estuaries) gen
erated an unrealistic standing wave. Small values of n (n =
0.015) produced a propagating tidal wave in close agreement
with observations. With this small value of n, the model pre
dictions were successfully verified both aga ins t water level
time series data (R2 > 0.95 ) and against current data from
moored current meters (R2 = 0.87 - 0.93; see Figure 8).

The small value of Manning's n in the Fly River may be
due to the presence of fluid mud in the estuary (WOLANSKI
et al., 1995) enabling the bulk of the flowing water column to
slip over the fluid mud layer, thereby decreasing bottom fric
tion stresses.

The model suggests that the bathymetry is the key factor
in tidal dynamics. The bathymetry generates the funnelling
effect leading to an amplification of the tidal wave at the apex
of the delta. The bathymetry (i.e., the small depths) generates
the higher tidal harmonics (e.g., the. M4 tide, see Table lJ on
the tidal wave , giving rise to a tidal asymmetry which is most
apparent near the apex of the delta. The model predicts that
at ebb tide at least 80% of the discharge is diverted south of
Sumogi Island. This prediction agrees with the observations
of drogue tracks (Figure 9).

Internal Estuarine Flow

The laterally-averaged circulation was calculated using the
model of FISHERet al ., (1972) . This model fine tunes the eddy
dispersion coefficients until a good agreement is found be
tween observed and predicted salinity profiles. The predicted
net water circulation is then derived. The predicted baroclinic
currents are maximum at the river mouth and vanish at the
salinity intrusion limit. This model neglects across-channel
baroclinic currents (TURRELLL and SIMPSON, 1988) ; however
such currents may not be of primary importance in the dy
namics of the Fly River estuary because these currents would
lead to along-channel fronts and these were seldom observed
except near separation points at islands. As discussed below,
mixing by lateral shear is intense and prevents the formation
of cross-channel salinity differences > 0.5 ppt.

SALINITY MODEUNG

The hydrodynamics model was linked to a mass-conserv
ing, particle-tracking, advection-dispersion model, to predict
the fate of freshwater in the estuary. A particle tracking mod
el was used instead of an Eulerian model because of the com
plex topography (MOELLER and ADAMS, 1993) . The model
tracks the positions of freshwater particles advected by the
barotropic and baroclinic currents, assuming the freshwater
particles are mainly located near the surface. Horizontal dif
fusion is parameterised by a random walk.

The model predictions are in close agreement with obser
vations. Longitudinal salinity profiles, both observed and pre
dicted, are shown in Figure 10 for the Southern Channel for
which the data are the most extensive. For the Far Northern
Channel, a close agreement is also found between the ob
served (Figure 1) and predicted (Figure 11) salinity intrusion
limits in, respectively, calm weather and under strong winds.
Th e predictions for the uneven distribution of salinity among
the three channels (Figure 11) agree also closely the observed
one (Figure L), saline water penetrating the farthest in the
Far Northern Channel especially under strong trade winds,
and the least in the Southern Channel where wind-driven
salinity fluctuations are the smallest .

By tracking freshwater particles in the model , the division
of th e freshwater discharge between the channels can also be
evaluated. This division of the freshwater discharge is found
to be significantly uneven. Indeed, the model predicts (not
shown) that in calm weather the freshwater discharge is split
about 55% in the Southern Channel , 35% in the Northern
Channel and 10% in the Far Northern Channel. This split
becomes 80% (Southern Channel), 15% (Northern Channel)

Journal of Coastal Resea rch, Vol. 13, No.4, 1997
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Figure 5. Tim e-series plot a t site S showing the velocity distribution (shaded for ebb tid e) and the sa linity distribution (shad ed for sa lini ty > 10 ppt)
for June 9-10, 1991. The arrows labelled A indicat e slack tide and the arrow s labelled B indica te slack currents.

and 5% (Fa r North ern Cha nnel) und er stro ng trade winds
(wind speed = 15 m: "). Th is inequa lity is clearly not due to
the Cor iolis effects since in th e southern hemisph ere, Coriolis
effects would deflect the plume away from th e Sout hern
Cha nnel and toward the Far North ern Cha nnel, i.e., with the
coast on th e left of the plume. The uneven division of th e
fres hwate r discharge between th e cha nnels is responsible for

the uneven sa linity distribution in th e three channels (Fig
ur es 1 and 11) resulting in the Southern Cha nnel being less
saline th an the oth er two cha nnels.

The 1 ppt isohaline is predicted be located 15 km farther
landward in th e Far Northern Channel und er stro ng tra de
winds th an in calm weather (Figu re 11), and th is prediction
agrees well with observations (see th e lines labell ed Max and

Journal of Coastal Research, VoL 13, No.4, 1997
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Figure 6. Location map of th ree a long-channel transect s in th e Southern Ch annel with th e measured distribution of sa linity (ppt). Points A and B are
reference locations to enable comparison between the graphs. •
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Min lines in Figure 1). Under strong wind s and spring tid es,
sa line water s are predicted to intrude far enough around high
spring tid e into th e Northern Channel for slightly saline wa
ter to intrude into the Southern Channel past the tip of Kiwai

Island. Thi s result s in patches of low salinity (0.5- 1 ppt) wa
ters in th e fres h water region of th e Southern Channel (Fig
ur e 11). Such patches have been observed on occas ions in the
field .
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Figure 8. Tim e-series plot of th e observed an d pred icted a long-channel currents at site Q.
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weather a t th e ebb tide upstream of Sumogi Island which marks the division between th e th ree major cha nnels . The bu lk of th e flow was diverted south
of Sumogi Island.

The model suggests that the domina nt mechanism for sa lt
intrusion is mixing by the la teral shear of the tidal currents
(FISCH ER et al., 1979). The local horizontal diffusion coeffi
cient, K,. , at t he model's horizontal mesh size of 1200 m, turns
out to be a key parameter. If K,. was set to unrealistically
small values (maximum value < 0.2 m" S· I), at flood tides
intruding saline water propagate d in the model preferen tially
in the deeper regions of the channels, sa ltier water remaining
in the shallow waters over t he shoal s. A large cross-channel
sa linity gradient resulted, in conflict with observations . To
re produce th e observations of negligib le cross-channel salin
ity gradients, we had to take the minimum value of K,. 2: 0.4
m2s- 1 in t he model , a value which is still realistic based on
data from other estuaries (F ISC H E R et al., 1979). With this
va lue the pr edicted salinity shows minima l cross-chann el
variations (Figure 11). Higher values ofK,. lea d to h igher val
ues of the tidally-averaged along-channel diffusio n coefficient
an d unrealistically high sa linity. intrusions.

Th e absence of st rong cross-c hannel salinity gradients can
thus be attributed to enhanced horizontal mixi ng du e to the
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fresh water discharge of 6,000 m3s - 1•
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lateral sh ear gen erated by the sinuosity of th e thalweg me
andering betw een numerous islands and shoals. By trackin g
freshwater particles in the model , the resid ence time of fresh
water in th e estuary was est imated to be about 3 weeks.

CONCLUSIONS

Field obse rvations and numeric al models were used to
study th e Fly River est uarine dyn amics. Th e river discharge,
th e spring-neap tid al cycle, th e wind and th e presence of fluid
mud a re all important in determining th e salinity distribu
tion in th e estua ry.

Atmo sph eri c and plan etary tid es forced by the Cora l Sea
are both imp ortant in determining th e water level a t th e
mouth. The atmosph eric tides are typically O. 1 m, are low
frequency (period > 5 days ), and are experienced throughout
the delta . Th e plan etary tides at the river mouth are domi
nated by th e diurnal and semi-diurnal tides.

At th e apex of th e delta, low-frequency water level fluctu
ations are larger th an at the mouth because th ey also depend
on the along- channel water level slope du e to th e fre shw ater
discharge. As a result of this discharge, th e low-frequ ency
water level at th e apex of th e delta is typically 0.03 m higher
than that at th e mouth at neap tid es. At spring tides and in
calm weather this water level difference reaches 0.13 m. Th e
reason for this spring-neap tid e cycle in the low-frequency
water level a t th e ap ex of the delta appears to be th e spring
neap varia t ion of the tidal current; this in turn gene ra tes a
spring-neap fluctuation of th e low-frequency bottom frict ion
coefficient. Thus th e water slope necessary to evacuate the
freshwater input in th e estua ry varies with the tides , bein g
largest at spring tid es and smalles t at neap tides. Th e trade
winds blow parallel to th e Far Northern Channel and add up
to 0.1 m to th e low-frequ ency water level at the apex of the
delta, so that the differen ce in mean water level at th e mouth
and at the apex of th e delta reaches 0.23 m. The differenc e
between the low-frequency water level a t the apex of th e del
ta and at th e mouth fluctuates in a predi ctable linear manner
with the tid es (R2 > 0.7).

The currents are weak er in th e Southern Channel than in
th e other channels, thus th ese oth er channels carry the bulk
of the tidal energy. Th e tid al currents are successfully repro
duced by a vertically-averaged , two-dimen sional hydrody
namic model (R2 = 0.85 -0.93) provided th at the Manning's
friction coefficient, n, is assumed to be unusu ally small (n =
0.015, instead of 0.02 5 as is comm only used in sandy es tu
aries ). Thi s may be du e to th e presenc e of fluid mud in the
estuary enabling th e bulk of the wa te r to slip over the flui
dised bed .

Th e funnelling effect leads to an amplification of the tidal
wave at th e apex of th e delta . Shallow water effects introduce
a shoaling effect and gen erates important higher harmonics
(e.g., the M4 tid e) for th e tidal wave, giving rise to a pro
nounced tidal asymmetry.

Saline water intrudes th e farthest in th e Far Northern
Channel, especially under st rong trade wind s when the saline
intrusion lim it moves a further 15-20 km upriver. The salt
water intrusion is much sma ller in th e Southern Ch annel and
varies less with the wind. Th ese obse rva tions were success -

fully reproduced by an advect ion-diffusion model , the advec
tion being calculated by a depth-averaged hydrodyn amics
model and a simple laterally-averaged , quasi-stead y, baro
clini c model. Diffusion was modelled by a ra ndom wa lk mod
el. Th e model suggests th at the Southern Cha nnel carries the
bulk of th e freshwater flux. Thi s channel receives betw een
55% and 80% of th e freshwater disch arge, according to th e
wind . Thi s asy mmetry in turn controls th e distribution of
mangroves, mostly freshwater types in th e Southern Channel
a nd saltwa te r types in th e Northern and Far Northern Cha n
nels .

The average residence time of freshwater in th e est ua ry is
pr edicted to be about 3 weeks.

Th e absence of strong cros s-channel sa linity gradients and
of ax ial convergence zones is attributed to enhanced horizon
tal mixing by th e lateral sh ear du e to th e sinuosity of th e
th alw eg meandering around islands and shoals .
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